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The course of the war has gone so well for us for thc past year that we have

begun to. take our victories a little for granted. Hot only that, but in our

unguarded moments some -of us may be thinking that thc war is as good as won.

• , I believe that w/e arc entitled on the facts 'to rule out thc possibility of a

German but I also believe that we have still to deal writh one. of* the most

formidable military powers in -.world history. In numbers, skill, resources, equipment
and generalship, the German Army is. a tremendous fighting force. There is likely to

be a long, tough fight, ahead of us.

And then, when we have won it, we shall have another long, tough fight of a

different kind.

' Thc challenge of peace will be as great in its way as the challenge of war* 17c

have to meet the one as we have met thc other# It would be a-shameful and pitiful
thing if 7/0 'won thc war and lost thc peace. 17c must produce, the same qualities for

the work of reconstruction as we have for the tasks of battle. And in particular wo

shall have need of self-discipline.

During thc war we have learnt to cope with many difficult problems by a system of

control, and an organisation whifch puts the whole resources of the community at the

service of the national effort, what we need to understand is that if we are to avoid

social and" economic catastrophe after the war- we shall have to continue . this system of

control, subject maybe to suitable and sensible modifications, for' as long as abnormal

conditions persist#

You may say that this is now common: -round# So it is* Last February f
thc late

Sir Kingsley hood., speaking with full responsibility as Chancellor of the Exchequer in

thc House of Commons, said that 'h. considerable measure of control, of our economic life

would have to continue after thc war*'. There is therefore no difference of opinion so

far as the Government is concerned - or for that matter in responsible. quarters in

Industry - on the broad principle, though each of us might have his owil way of express—-

tng thc matter, and perhaps his' own idea of what is involved in detail.

Yet a Government’s attitude' is' not enough# Is has to be supported by a wide

measure of intelligent public agreement, sufficiently .aware of what is at stake to be

proof against selfishness and stunt-mongering, 1 • want; to be s.uro that when the time

comes we shall stay up at the highest level of thc visdoh of today. but we candt

takd it for granted# Once- the- pressure of military ‘crisis as removed, shortsighted

and selfish counsels will begin to be heard in the- .land.
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The first was that the business community .was" looming to get back to 1914 - wc

obsessed by the fetish of a return to normal. It did not understand that the pre-
war normal had gone for ever. It never stopped -to think that a "normal 1 that could
produce the great four years -war -was not such a very desirable thing anyway. It
shouted, to ...be rid .of. what it called bureaucratic control at the earliest possible date.

The second -was a raging, tearing press campaign, which echoed and amplified the
utterances of the businessmen, G'vcrnment Departments which whatever their faults,
had succeeded-in organising the complicated wartime processes'of the national economic

life, were pilloried as nests of bureaucracy staffed by Civil Servants whose incompet-
ence was only equalled, by their lust for power. -ghit chall was pictured as 0, malevolent
obstacle standing between business and the prosperity that awaited it - between good
men just out of khaki and the jobs that were crying aloud for their services. The

goroductive powers of the country, the cry went up, Wore being swaddled and strangled
by red tape.

All this lam afraid was too much for the Government, Deserting its own better

judgment it hastened to get out of the way of this machine-made avalanche of opinion
and took off the controls as fast as it could. Hot only at home but abroad, in the
inter-allied sphere, with the hearty applause of an America which obviously knew no

bettor than -we- lid, all forms of inter-allied and international economic organisation
-were scrapped with ’

all possible speed. •

He know the result of all this combined wisdom. There was a boom that lasted
almost exactly a yepr 9 from April 1919 when it commenced to May 1920 when it began
to dawn upon the business community that prices could not go on rising for ever.
As soon as the cold light, of economic reality began to break in upon this Fool’s

Paradise, the business community realised that what it had taken for solid and sub-

stantial expectations were no more than day dreams, -Glamour .rave way to gloom. The

country fell into d slump that lasted for the summer of 1920 to the beginning of 1923.
At that time there came a partial improvement, but on the -whole the country remained
in the doldrums - above the depth of economic depression but well below the true
normal of economic ;good health - until this twilight -period darkened into the dreadful

slump of 1929# From, this neither our country nor the world recovered until the war;
indoed, by aggravating fc-ar, want and national sclfishnoss, that slump at least

aided - some would say caused-- Hitlerism and war.

It -will be obvious to you why I have thought it worth while to remind you of
these indisputable facts. £hcy are not mere ’dry as dust’ history# They arc a

cautionary talo, full of meaning for our country and the world today and in the-post-
war future. It will be well for us all if wc bear the story of the years after the

last war prominently in our minds and learn the lesson they teach.

The selfish, short-sighted wish to scramble back to normal by the quickest possible
road did more than -wipe out the economic controls under -which the war had been fought. .
It v/iped out the greater part of the country's plans and hopes for reconstruction. This
in its turn lod on to strikes and bitterness, social and economic disturbancewhich also

played a great part in the -world tragedy of the years - between the wars.

Once again, the Government, of the day had known better* In the earlier -part of

1919 Government spokesmen-forecast such measures as the nationalisation of coal royalties
(postponed for nearly twenty years with disastrous results on .the spirits and fortunes

of the mining community) ,
the compulsory amalgamation of collieries (never carried ou+

at all in peace time), the unification of all forms of transport including roads and

canals, the reorganisation, of the building industry. A prominent political figure on

the Government side advocated the nationalisation of the railways. Unhappily all

those good intentions came to naught. Y.rhcn the excitements of the boom faded, the

prc
ss and businessmen gave up crying,for prosperity and cried instead for economy.

The Gcndos Axe fell. In bad times as in good, whatever was right, public control was

wrong# In the process of its move back to 1914 the community turned its back .on every

project of reform and rational organisation.

How this is the essential -point to remember* The mistakes of 1919 and 1920 were

the root causes of the slump and chaos that followed* The failure of the Government

to steer the Ship of State through the ups and downs of those early years allowed it

to drift into the grip of thp.t current which eventually cast it on the rocks of war

and nearly destroyed us all* The French have a proverb "It is the first step, that

counts". It was the first-failure' of. wisdom and statesmanship in 1919 that counted

so heavily, so irretrievably., against the fortunes of Great Britain in the years that

followed* ' '
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Like causes produce like effects. Lfter this v/ar re shall face a situation

in nany rays resenblin ; that of 1919. 7e shall be areary nation. Controls
end rationing will seen at tines to be just a part of the rin and y loony nenory
of war. The prenise of peace will seen to beckon us away fron such things
towards a visionary prosp>ect of relief and freedon. There will be those who

will repeat all the specious cries of 1919; already a first faint preparatory
nutteriny can be heard in certain quarters. There will be another newspaper

campaign; I believe I could none the papers.

The control of the otate will be pilloried under the name of bureacracy.
Every mistake of the war years - and there have been mistakes - will be trumpeted
abroad to prove the incapacity of Government for the tasks of economic and

social control. be shall be invited to contemplate the hordes of Civil Servants,
enmeshing themselves ever more hopelessly in the strands of endless red tape,
an obstacle to that freedom and prosperity which are waiting round the corner

if only the sinister ambitions of misguided bureacracts con be checked. Every
one of the 'problems and difficulties of the early pest-wan period - and there

will be some terrible problems ana some grievous difficulties - will be laid

at the door of State control. The Government will be pictured as standing
between men and their jobs, between the people and its food, between Everyman
and his bank account, between business and its profits,between the whole unfortunate

n.ation and the never-never-land of immediate prosperity.

But there will be certain things that these Voices, when they begin to be

heard at their full strength, will not tell the country.

They will not say that control was imposed because it was essential to meet

the crisis of war and that a system of sensible and rational management, without

which we coulf never have met the crisis of war, has just as much to be said for

it when we face the less bloody but no less difficult crisis of peace.

They will not say that under a system of public control Great Britain has
shown itself capable of producing the most tremendous effort in its history and
of surmountin / the gravest danger it has

*

ever faced.

They will not say, what I do not hesitate to say in plain tens, that having
regard to the problems we have had to face and our circumstances at the time,
Great Britain in the last few years, under a system of public control, has shown

itself the best governed country in the world.

.To shall have y/on this rar hy a systove of fair shares - which noons- control;
by a systen of finding what re needed wherever v;e coni'’ yet it - which neons

control; by a systen of eJ lot-tiny our resources to the nost urgent n-a-y on a

basis of first things'first - which neans control. Lll these things i, n

after the war.

fnd the alternative to control is that the nan with the long purse will bring-
hone the bacon. In tines of economic difficulty if the voice of the Govonir.iont is

silent, money talks.

If the community does not keep firm hold of its oconceiic system through puKHo

action, the folks with the money will get in first', the dasand for Injury bui 1 ding

and luxury goods •will take nr* '< *• i'v<>r Che f<«.* n.->< Brices.
wild rise. The vron • inOua-ix'ies will get a. start in the iwcc. The export trades

wi-1 be crowded out. ~'c shall be well on the way to ruin and chaos again. If the

Gorerru lent does not keep a firm hand on the reins, nobody can tell where the

herse will end up.

There will be certain funds: lonfcal necessities of policy in the eai'lier post-war
veers, Because roods will be short raid -

power will be high, the power to

ene-vo will have*to be controlled by taxes and by public self-restraint through

yciJantary saving. Neither taxes nor savin -

nay need to be at the war-tine rate,
Vjg; T think we should fi.ee the probability that they will have to be well aoove

vgat we had cone to regard as the pre-war normal.

Secondly, so Ion.;; os there ore shortages, rationin'; will hove to continue,
jcth in industry and in the shoos. So far os consumer goods are concerned, the

•principle of share and shore alike which ho.:, served us so well in war, will hate
to continue, materials for industry if they ore in short supply, will have to be

directed under public control to the points where they are most needed.

/ Thirdly
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Thirdly, industries which are in need of help will have to stay under public
control. Ye simply cannot have industries calling for tho help of the State to

re-establish or re-organise themselves, .or to. borrow on special terms for re-equip-

ment, and expecting at the same time to go gallivanting off on their own shouting
out the battle cry cf freedom. They can't hc.ve it both ways.

But this is merely the negative side of the; programme that in my view wo shall

have to adopt, The positive side of public control and the use of State power is

the adoption of a programme of Full Prosperity-under the necessary measure of public
guidance and control. You will notice that I have said full prosperity, not full

employment, Full employment is only -'art of the story. 111 the inhabitants of

this island could be very buhily engaged in digging holes in the.morning and filling
them up in the afternoon, * That would he full employment; it would not he full

prosperity. Besides plans for full employment we need a programme cf increased and

more efficient productivity for industry and agriculture, ye must not only have

jobs, we must ho first class at them. Ye .must he not merely busy, but busy on the

right things and in the right t/ay. Before the war we were losing ground fast.
Many of our great industries fell fan short of the efficiency cf their opposite
numbers in America* Tfe hc.ve made up some ground in the war - under public control,
Vo have a lot more ground .to make up yet.

'

• That is the positive side of the programme of continued control during the

post war years# Even if wo decide that we' had hotter learn the lesson of 1918 and
make up our minds to the continuance of control, v:c can think of it as far more

than an unpleasant necessity, Vc arc entitled to think of it, and wc shall in ..

practice he able to use it, as an opportunity to "begin constructive planning.
If it is true, as I am profoundly convinced it is, that weakness and folly in

abandoning controls would he fatal, it is also true that strength and wisdom in

continuing the policy cf national economic self-discipline offers us the chance to
begin re-fashioning our economic life on an altogether better basis*

Tho transitional period after the war can end must Ido something* raore then a

mere marking time* It can and must he a period of action one preparation in which,
if some cf the hardships end restraints of war remain with as, so also .docs something
of the sense of constructive national purpose which has been the war *

s greatest gift
to our country.
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